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Abstract: In today’s world, require Data Recovery system is most challenging aspects in the internet or World 

Wide Webapplications. Now a day’s evens a Tera Bytes (TB) and Peta Bytes(PB) of data is not enough for 

storing large chunks of database(DB). Hence IT industries use concept is known as Hadoop in their 

applications. This approach has been adopted in Cloud computing environment for unstructured data. Hadoop 

is an open source distributed computing framework based on java and supports large set of distributed data 

processing. 
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I. Introduction 
Before we should see hadoop we should know the importance of hadoop and how it is related with Big data.Big data 

means really a big data; it is a collection of large datasets that cannot be processed using traditional computing 

techniques. Big data is not merely a data; rather it has become a complete subject, which involves various tools, 

techniques and frameworks. Big data involves the data produced by different devices and applications. Given 

below are some of the fields that come under the umbrella of Big Data. Black Box Data : It is a component of 

helicopter, airplanes, and jets, etc. It captures voices of the flight crew, recordings of microphones and 

earphones, and the performance information of the aircraft. Social Media Data: Social media such as Facebook 

and Twitter hold information and the views posted by millions of people across the globe. Stock Exchange 

Data : The stock exchange data holds information about the ‗buy‘ and ‗sell‘ decisions made on a share of 

different companies made by the customers. Power Grid Data: The power grid data holds information 

consumed by a particular node with respect to a base station. Transport Data: Transport data includes model, 

capacity, distance and availability of a vehicle. Search Engine Data: Search engines retrieve lots of data from 

different databases. 

 

 
 

Thus Big Data includes huge volume, high velocity, and extensible variety of data. Big Data Technologies-

Big data technologies are important in providing more accurate analysis, which may lead to more concrete 

decision-making resulting in greater operational efficiencies, cost reductions, and reduced risks for the 

business. There are various technologies in the market from different vendors including Amazon, IBM, 

Microsoft, etc., to handle big data. While looking into the technologies that handle big data, we examine the 

following two classes of technology: Operational Big Data this include systems like Mongo DB that provide 

operational capabilities for real-time, interactive workloads where data is primarily captured and stored. 

Analytical Big Data-This includes systems like Massively Parallel Processing (MPP) database systems and 

Map Reduce that provide analytical capabilities for retrospective and complex analysis that may touch most or 

all of the data. Hadoop is an open-source software framework for storing data and running applications on 
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clusters of commodity hardware. It provides massive storage for any kind of data, enormous processing power 

and the ability to handle virtually limitless concurrent tasks or jobs. Hadoop cluster is a special type of 

computational cluster designed for storing and analyzing vast amount of unstructured data in a distributed 

computing environment. These clusters run on low cost commodity computers.  

 

  

 

Hadoop clusters are often referred to as "shared nothing" systems because the only thing that is shared 

between nodes is the network that connects them. Large Hadoop Clusters are arranged in several racks. 

Network traffic between different nodes in the same rack is much more desirable than network traffic across 

the racks. 

 

II. Core Components of Hadoop Cluster: 
II.1. Client 

It is neither master nor slave, rather play a role of loading the data into cluster, submit Map Reduce jobs 

describing how the data should be processed and then retrieve the data to see the response after job completion.  

 

 
 

II.2. Masters 

The Masters consists of 3 components Name Node, Secondary Node name and Job Tracker.  
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II.3 Name Node 

Name Node does NOT store the files but only the file's metadata. The Data Node which stores the files 

actually. Name Node oversees the health of Data Node and coordinates access to the data stored in Data 

Node. Name node keeps track of all the file system related information such as to which section of file is saved 

in which part of the cluster 

 Last access time for the files 

 User permissions like which user have access to the file 

 

II.4 Job Tracker 

Job Tracker coordinates the parallel processing of data using Map Reduce. 

Secondary Name Node: Don't get confused with the name "Secondary". Secondary Node is NOT the backup or 

high availability node for Name node.  

 

 
 

The job of Secondary Node is to contact Name Node in a periodic manner after certain time interval 

(by default 1 hour). Name Node which keeps all file system metadata in RAM has no capability to process that 

metadata on to disk. So if Name Node crashes, you lose everything in RAM itself and you don't have any 

backup of file system. What secondary node does is it contacts Name Node in an hour and pulls copy of 

metadata information out of Name Node. It shuffle and merge this information into clean file folder and sent to 

back again to Name Node, while keeping a copy for itself. Hence Secondary Node is not the backup rather it 

does job of housekeeping. In case of Name Node failure, saved metadata can rebuild it easily. 

 

II.5 Slaves 

Slave nodes are the majority of machines in Hadoop Cluster and are responsible to 

 Store the data 

 Process the computation 

 

 
 

Each slave runs both a Data Node and Task Tracker daemon which communicates to their masters. The Task 

Tracker daemon is a slave to the Job Tracker and the Data Node daemon a slave to the Name Node. 
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III. A Thriving Ecosystem 
Beyond these core components, and as a result of innovation such as YARN, Apache Hadoop has at 

hriving ecosystem of vendors providing additional capabilities and/or integration points. These partners 

contribute to and augment Hadoop with given functionality, and this combination of core and ecosystem 

Provides compelling solutions for enterprises whatever their use case. Examples of partner integrations include: 

Business Intelligence and Analytics: All of the major BI vendors offer Hadoop integration, and specialized 

analytics vendors offer niche solutions for specific data types and use cases. Data Management and Tools: There 

are many partners offering vertical and horizontal data management Solutions alongside Hadoop, and there are 

numerous tool sets – from SDKs to full ID Eexperiences – for developing Hadoop solutions. Infrastructure: 

While Hadoop is designed for commodity hardware, it can also run as an appliance, and be easily integrated into 

other storage, data and management solutions both on-premise and in the cloud. Systems Integrators: Naturally, 

as a component of an enterprise data architecture, then SIs of all sizes are building skills to assist with 

integration and solution development. As many of these vendors are already prevalent within an enterprise, 

providing similar capabilities for an EDW, risk of implementation is mitigated as teams are able to leverage 

existing tools and skills from EDW workloads. 

 

IV. Conclusion 

Hadoop architecture has fully integrated storage and compute frameworks. This key design of 

Hadoop—collocated storage and compute—lets enterprises meet each data processing need while achieve scale, 

elasticity, durability, security, and governance demanded by today‘s big data solutions. 
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